The Letter investigates the spectrum sharing based operation for Cognitive Radio (CR) users and network based on the observation of pre-information of a location or the nature of the CR users. A new empirical technique i.e. Keeve Information Identification Technique (KIIT) is used to estimate the information based sharing for a mobile CR with respect to time and frequency band availability. We use the geo-space or location information in sharing to determine the likelihood of getting shared by networks at two different location and time. The novel aspect of the spectrum sharing on the basis of three basic parameters is designed. These are the geo-space, time and the networks (frequency bands) and a Cognitive Radio (CR) transceiver is considered as moving and entering any location searching for spectrum sharing. The different parameters for calculation are taken as uninformed and informed CR, and geo-space based information availability. The likelihood function is analyzed based on energy detection method where the Power Spectrum Density of the channel is considered as parameters for informed and informed CR independent of time and location. The mobility of the CR user generates the likelihood of spectrum sharing with the available networks. The overall operations are assumed to be in form of Poisson process.
Introduction
Broadly the approach of efficient spectrum usage through cognitive radio is being elaborated using the two proposed methods: i) dynamic spectrum access based on the spectrum sensing outputs [1, 2] where the secondary or the CR user sense the channel and occupies only when the primary users or licensed users are not present and, ii) using spectrum sharing using Underlay or Overlay schemes [3, 4] where the CR user coexist with primary users based on a separation gap in power levels without interfering the later. Further on architecture level sharing includes Centralized and Decentralized [5] where the spectrum allocation and access procedure will be governed by a central entity and for Decentralized it is governed on local basis. Previously a lot of research has been focused on different strategies for capacity enhancing of spectrum sharing based on optimal power allocation which maximizes the ergodic capacity using average interference and power constraints [6] . In our proposed model, we have proposed a sharing model, where the motion and different sharing parameters are considered based on Poisson process. Here, we have proposed the design based on the mobility of CR i.e geo-space information availability and Network's contribution towards sharing with CR for a continuous or instantaneous time scale. In section 2, the proposed model has been explained and section 3 highlights the mathematical implementation of our algorithm based on likelihood of occurrence of sharing. In general, we have considered the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a same channel at different positions and at different time. These makes the input parameters of the algorithms independent of each other and later the likelihood is found out using optimized set and minimum search algorithm. The proposed model Keeve Information Identification Technique (KIIT) has been described in section 2. The analysis of the model and the simulation results shows a valid likelihood of the sharing performance.
The model is based on the assumptions that the CR transceiver observes the sharing in a given area as it is on move and for a particular day as α. When the location update takes place, the available networks not ready to share is with probability δ. Informed CR enters a geographical area with probability µ and uninformed CR participating in sharing with a probability 1-µ. λ denotes the uninformed sharing instantly while as 1-λ is the probability of uninformed sharing continuously between the CR and the Network. Assuming the present of an uninformed CR, who is waiting for the sharing availability with probability of sharing instantly is denoted as εs and no sharing as 1-εs. Uninformed CR sharing with network ready for sharing continuously and not sharing is given by 1-εg.
Proposed Model KIIT
In this model, we set different instant and continuous sharing modes with respect to time, and other cases of geo-space based dependability of sharing parameters. The motivation behind the model come from the word "KEEVE" which means a large bucket or tub. The tub is compared with a geo-space where the uninformed or informed CR transceiver enters into it. The corresponding behavior after entering the KEEVE is sharing with the network available in a continuous or instantaneous manner. The model focuses on the mobility of CR transceivers arrival to a particular location for continuous sharing, keeping the frequency allotment constant with respect to that geo-space. Our main aim is to calculate empirically the sharing attributes. Assuming single CR shares with available network in a single available channel for i=1,…..,I time. For any single day and continuous time should be iЄ [0, T]. The networks are ready to share with CR based on CR information. Prior to sharing operation, the study of the nature of geo-space database and network sharing of the region is mandatory. Location based information is very important with respect to a fixed day or time for initialization of sharing process. Assuming an independent movement of CR transceiver(s) and independent distribution of network as α and probability of ready to share as (1-
Let ( ! ) !!! ! be the variables giving the sharing parameters at the end of each sharing processes i=1,….,I. Assuming the geo-space location is available and the network presents are ready to share at time i with parameter value be Ṽi and similarly for not sharing case at time i as (Ṿi). For no sharing condition and for a particular time i, the variable is given by (V*i). Assuming the case that (Ṿi)<( ! * )< (Ṽi) [8] . Sharing is performed from both informed and uninformed CR and when an uninformed CR transceiver arrives are assumed to follow Poisson process. The uninformed CR and the uninformed network exist at ε which is the rate of sharing per unit time. If the CR observes good sharing conditions, it may start its own process without being cared for other CR present in that geo-space. The rate of arrival of this uninformed CR is µ. For every individual CR arrivals, all of these are assumed to be independent. The tree diagram shows the sharing model based on geo-space network behaviors and time. At the first node of the tree, which is based on geospace information whether available or not. For a geospace based information available information, and positive sharing conditions, the CR arrival rates are given by ε+ µ for continuous sharing and ε for instantaneous based. Finally for non-sharing conditions, the uninformed CR arrives at arrival rate of ε without or instantaneous sharing.
Likelihood Function Analysis
Defining the parameter vector (θ)=(α, δ, ε, µ) where parameter α and parameter δ defines the conditional probability of sharing when Geo-space information available, geo-space information available but not sharing and geo-space information not available. The rest of the parameters represents informed and uninformed CR arrival rates. Assuming the proposed model follows one of the three Poisson processes for each time. The likelihood of observing any sharing with geo-space location available for a particular time T is given by:
Similarly when geo-space information is not available, the likelihood of sharing and non-sharing is given by:
When geo-space information is available and with network sharing, the likelihood may be written as:
Thus from above Eq. (1), (2) and (3), the number of CR entering a particular geo-space and sharing occurs is a sufficient information for a particular reference time T. The probability of geo-space available and sharing, geo-space information available and nonsharing and no geo-space information available are assumed using: (1-α), (αδ), α (1-δ) and likelihood is
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and G t is the number of sharing for geo-space information available, S t as number of nonsharing when geo-space information is available and N t as number of sharing when geo-space information is not available. For a particular time, the maximum likelihood of sharing parameters αµ and δ will be 1 or 0, which implies a single sharing event occurs with respect to time. The above Fig. 2 shows the likelihood of occurrence of sharing based on the distribution random dynamic CR transceivers.
Here we have considered one set of Power Spectral Density (PSD) and for some random set of femto-cells or small irregular size cells in different place and at different time. The number of iterations has been taken as 140 and the graph converges at 2.117 X 10^-6 dBm that is approximately at 1mW power and 3.954 X 10^-7 dBm which is also almost 1mW. Thus for a large number of data, we can predict the sharing implementation for each day based on proposed model. As the time dimension is taken as independent, the likelihood of sharing data = ( ! , ! ) !!! ! over I continuous time is the product of instantaneous likelihood: To calculate vector θ from given M, we maximize the Eq. (6) which provides direct estimates of uninformed and informed CR sharing in a fixed location as well as other parameters effecting the sharing. The Probability of Informed Sharing (PIS) is defined as the unconditional probability of informed CR sharing for a particular time, i.e.
where, (1 − ! ) ! + ! is the probability of performing sharing when the geo-space information is available. The value of PIS is 0.6285 which shows a better feasibility of the model.
Conclusion and discussion
The paper illustrates the differential behavior of informed and non-informed mobile CR transceivers spectrum sharing activity. Using the designed algorithm, we use geo-space information to formulate the probability of information based sharing for each CR transceiver. It also shows that the chances of non-sharing for informed CR transceivers during its mobility time in a particular location is less as compared with uninformed CR transceiver. This will not only further increase the spectral efficiency but also quality of service using flexible spectrum usage. The work can be further extended by considering the case of adaptive modulation effects on spectrum sharing for the CR transceivers in a mobile condition and the available networks of a particular location or geo-space.
